
     ESPIRITO-2K17 
As per the culture of MRCET College, every academic year Department of Computer Science 

and Engineering organizes Inter college technical fest-EXUBERANZA-2K17 for aspirants 

assembling from various engineering colleges with a very high competitive spirit to participant 

and with the strong determination to include their achievements & accomplishments to their 

resumes. 

 

The Department of Computer Science Engineering of MRCET celebrated ESPIRITO-2017, 

TECH FEST day for the B. Tech students under the guidance of Dr. D. SUJATHA, Head of 

CSE department. The Principal, Dr. V.S.K. Reddy, inaugurated the ESPIRITO-2017 with 

lighting of the ceremonial lamp along with the Director& Dean of Placements Dr. K. KAILASH 

RAO. 

 

For the preceding academic Year 2017 we have organized ESPIRITO 2K17 with the same 

enthusiasm and determination among the new set of student coordinators 

CH.S.N.MURTHY,S.ABHIMANYU,K.MANI KIRITI and faculty coordinators Mr. M. 

SAMBASIVUDU, Mr. M. JAYAPAL, Mr. G .MANOJKUMAR, Mr. M.SANDEEP during 4
th

 

April 2017. 

These fests are organized every year with the objective to provide platform for the students to  

showcase their talent with a competitive spirit. The event was successful enough to attract as 

many as 526 registrations for one day fest which includes all the events. The fest executed with a 

total of 11 events planned and organized at its best of quality. Focusing on the types of events to 

include in the fest was decided by fest coordinators keeping the interest and need of the 

engineering student into consideration, with little emphasis on the fun full events behind the 

scene. 

Formal events like Paper presentation, Poster presentation ,Code Mania, Lan-Gaming, Virus 

Hunt, Technical Quiz, APP-ON,SPEAK UP, Your Start Up, Mock Interview and spot events like 

Blind Coding, Tech Hunt, Error Detection & Crazy Selfie were equally planned and executed 

that equally managed to gather maximum response. As far as Paper presentation event is into 

consideration the registrations were done in advance as the paper scrutiny needed to be done and 

to give opportunity to present best innovative idea submitted during the fest days. A total nearing 

to 100 innovative ideas were acknowledged in various papers and problem statements from 

various esteemed colleges like TKRCET, CMRCET, NRCM, etc along with MRCET. 

 

The winners were encouraged with the cash prizes and merit certificates. The Appreciation 

certificates awarded for the organizing members. Department feels proud to organize such a 

successful event and would like to convey thanks to principal and management for their timely 

advice and cooperation for organizing successful Fest. 

 

 



 

 
 



 

   

 



 

 

 



  

 

  

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 


